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NFL Draft 2020 Scouting Report: TE Jacob Breeland, 

Oregon 

*Our TE grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

**Our TE formulas had some slight changes in the offseason—an adjustment to better identify and value 

TE prospects that are smaller physically and are primed for the era ahead...the era of Jordan Reed and 

Delanie Walker-type TEs. Our historical grades will have changed some on various prospects as well, to 

show their grades by comparison.  

 

We’re going to have to go old school scouting here – all tape study and estimated measurables to 

generate Jacob Breeland’s grades for 2020. Halfway into an excellent 2019 season, Breeland tore 

his ACL, which kept him from participating in either the NFL Combine or his Pro Day. 

I wanted to get to this study because there were/are some things in his profile that suggest he might be 

the best TE prospect in this draft…depending upon what you’re looking for/what you like in a tight end 

prospect. 

If you want to take the most athletic, biggest freak TE prospect of 2020 – you go with Albert 

Okwuegbunam. His size and athleticism alone set him apart, and he was a higher level producer in 

college. 

If you want the most Jordan Reed-type TE prospect of 2020 – that might be Hunter Bryant from 

Washington. Smaller, thick, TE/H-back/fullback weapon. 

If you want size, catch radius, receiver ability in your 2020 TE prospect – you’d look at 6’7”+ Cody 

Parkinson from Stanford. 

After those three situations you have a collection of ‘typical’ NFL tight end prospects – the 6’4” give-or-

take, 245-250 +/- pounds, 4.7+ 40-time carbon copy guys – Cole Kmet, Adam Trautman, Harrison 

Bryant, Brycen Hopkins…and Jacob Breeland. 

And in my opinion, based on what I have seen so far, Jacob Breeland is the best of that bunch. 

Among these ‘typicals’ (let’s keep calling the Cole Kmet, Adam Trautman, Harrison Bryant, Brycen 

Hopkins…and Jacob Breeland group that), Breeland shows the best foot movement/quickness in pass 

routes, has the best hands as a receiver, and his footwork combined with size/ability (what I have seen 

him do on tape) makes him the best blocker of the group. As a receiving threat or blocker, none of the 

TE prospect ‘typicals’ are better than Breeland. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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If you watch tape of Breeland, he almost looks too small to be a ‘typical’ NFL tight end. He looks/plays 

more like an H-back, and I think that’s part of the charm/ability here. Breeland is often lined up in the 

backfield in a three-point stance or bent over with elbows on thighs…getting low to go spring out into a 

route or attack as a blocker. The other ‘typical’ tight ends are more traditional on the O-Line or standing 

up as a flanker on some pass routes. Breeland has a flexibility or bend (physically) that most big TE 

prospects don’t have. He has a little punch in his feet to go with it. He’s nearly 6’5” and 252 pounds but I 

swore he was 6’3”/235 on the tape – that’s a good thing. He plays faster, quicker than we anticipate 

from someone with his NFL+ size. 

Breeland, on tape, is working on every snap. He’s a willing blocker and really good at mirroring a pass 

rusher because his feet are so quick. I wish he could’ve run the shuttle/three-cone at the Combine…he 

might have posted the best times among the TEs. Even if he didn’t, the tape says he has the gift…and 

looks WAY more fluid with his feet than top Combine three-cone TE prospect Adam Trautman. 

Breeland can also roll right into pass routes – flaring out like an RB/FB or running short or medium 

routes. He moves well…not great, but certainly above average. He gets open. He has reliable hands. He 

has a little hop to go up and get a high throw. I was really impressed with what I saw here. 

Breeland also has good character – a favorite of teammates and coaches. He’s not a fiery leader 

personality, he’s just a nice, quality, confident, dedicated player.   

When I previewed Breeland in summer of 2019, off his 2018 work (a pretty bland season for him) – I saw 

a more lumbering, sluggish tight end of the ‘typical’ variety. I don’t know if he cut weight, started doing 

yoga, or I just missed it – but I was shocked by his nimbleness and ability on his 2019 tape. I looked right 

past him in 2018…I’m not now. He’s one of the 3-5 best tight ends in this class for sure. 

  

  

Jacob Breeland, Through the Lens of Our TE Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Breeland was probably robbed of being the national Mackey Award/Tight End of the Year in 2019, due 

to his season being cut in half with his ACL. If we took his 6-game 2019 season numbers and 

extrapolated them for a 14-game Oregon season, Breeland would have posted 61 catches, 945 yards, 

and 14 TDs – which is off-the-charts for a college tight end playing more of a traditional TE role, and not 

compiling numbers via really being a WR who is just labeled a TE. 

Didn’t pop until 2019… Prior to 2019, Breeland had 7 TDs in 24 games (more average for a college TE). 

Six TDs in 6 games in 2019.  

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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Note – his 2019 season, 6 games, was a nice pace/output but his two biggest games were against 

Nevada (4-112-1) and Montana (5-49-2). He wasn’t bad in his other, tougher games…but a stat bump 

came against the weaker out of conference teams.  

 

2020 NFL Combine Data: 

6’4.7”/252, 9 7/8” hands, 32 5/8” arms 

Rehabbing ACL, no Combine data in drills. 

My projected measurables… 

4.70 = 40-time 

7.05 = three-cone 

20 = bench press reps 

36” = vertical 

  

 

The Historical TE Prospects to Whom Jacob Breeland Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

I want to point out three names on this list, in relation to Breeland… 

Breeland, to me, is a much better version of T.J. Hockenson…and remember, my gripe on TJH was not 

that he wasn’t NFL-worthy, he was, but that he was somehow a top 10 overall pick talent. That he 

wasn’t. 

Austin Hooper feels a lot better of a comp for Breeland…only Breeland looks a little quicker, to me. 

There is some George Kittle here…the flexibility (as a body/athlete) to crouch/bend into looking like a 

fullback/H-back more than tight end at times. Breeland is actually bigger than Kittle. Kittle had terrific 

measurables but was ignored at Iowa as a receiver. Breeland couldn’t do the Combine…but what if he 

would have been more Kittle than Hooper if he was timed/measured in drills? Just a thought. I think 

Kittle was the better raw prospect and great blocker coming out of college. Breeland a better receiver. 

 

 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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TE 
Grade 

TE-
Reed 

Last First Yr College H H W Spd-
Agil 

Metric 

Strgth 
Blxing 
Metric 

Hands 
Metric 

7.324 7.23 Breeland Jacob 2020 Oregon 6 4.7 252 6.86 7.26 8.09 

6.807 7.14 Hockenson T.J. 2019 Iowa 6 4.6 251 6.26 5.91 7.60 

6.287 4.08 Hooper Austin 2016 Stanford 6 3.6 254 5.71 8.34 7.71 

7.799 7.74 Kittle George 2017 Iowa 6 3.6 247 11.68 8.64 7.53 

8.829 7.44 Scheffler Tony 2006 W. Michigan 6 5.3 254 12.09 7.53 7.45 

 

*A score of 7.0+ is where we start to take a TE prospect more seriously. A score of 8.50+ is where we see 

a stronger correlation of TEs going on to become NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more 

rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL TE. 

All of the TE ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

**The ‘TE-Reed’ score is in honor of Jordan Reed’s 2015 season…looking at TEs in a different 

manner—the smaller, speedy receiving threats. 

“Speed-Agility Metric” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding speed, agility, physical size, 

mixed with some on-field performance metrics. High scorers here project to have a better YAC and show 

characteristics to be used as deep threats/create separation. 

“Power-Strength Metric” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding physical size profiling, bench 

press strength, etc.  High scorers here project to be more physical, better blockers, and less injury-prone. 

“Hands Metric” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding on-field performance in college, 

considering the strength of opponents played. Furthermore, this data considers some physical profiling 

for hand size, etc. High scorers here have a better track record of college statistical performance, and 

project the combination of data for receiving success at the next level. 

 

2020 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Breeland is getting overlooked because he couldn’t participate in the NFL Combine and ( I feel) because 

he played in the PAC-12. You get more love in the SEC or Big Ten, as a tight end…because those things 

matter to the psyche of scouts. Breeland might have been the #1 ranked TE prospect in the draft had he 

gone to Iowa! He didn’t go to Iowa, so that plus his ACL issue – he’s likely to be a steal in the 4th-round. 

Might sneak into the 3rd-round.  

If I were an NFL GM, and my team needed tight end help now…looking at everyone in this 

class…Breeland would be on my 4th-round pick desires. I like Albert O. and Parkinson better but 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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Breeland is in the conversation once they were off the board. Breeland might be better than Parkinson 

in the end, but it’s close for me.   

 

 

NFL Outlook:    

I can feel the Patriots drafting Breeland, and then all the analysts swooning over the pick and 

suddenly all claiming how much they liked Breeland all along. I think a smart scouting NFL team steals 

Breeland, and in a year or two he becomes a similar/better Austin Hooper or Hunter Henry-like story.  
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